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1 General Information
Information contained within this document is subject to change without notice. No part of
this manual may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means for any purpose
without the written permission of Mt. Sopris Instrument Co., Inc. or Advanced Logic
Technology s.a.. Logger software is furnished under a license or nondisclosure agreement.
The software may not be copied or duplicated in any way or transferred to a third party
without prior written consent from MSI or ALT.
Copyright 1998 ‐ 2012  Advanced Logic Technology s.a. All rights reserved.
WellCAD is a trademark of Advanced Logic Technology s.a, Zoning de Solupla, Bâtiment A,
route de Niederpallen, L‐8506 Redange sur Attert, Luxembourg.
Microsoft, MS, MS‐DOS, Win 32, Windows, Windows NT, Windows XP and Windows 7 are
trademarks of Microsoft Corporation.

1.1

Compatibility

This manual refers to the Logger software application which is part of the LoggerSuite
version 11.0. The following hardware and firmware versions are supported.

Matrix
ALTLogger (Jazz), BBox
Abox
ALTLogger (USB plugin)

System controller
112
106

Modem controller
PSU controller
115
100
No specific version required
No specific version required
No specific version required

The following MS Windows operating systems and versions are supported.
Matrix
ALTLogger (Jazz), BBox
Abox
ALTLogger (USB plugin)

1.2

XP, Vista, Win7
XP, Vista, Win7
XP, Vista, Win7
XP, Vista, Win7

32 and 64 bit
32 and 64 bit
32 bit
32 bit

Terminology

Throughout this manual some terms specific to or describing a product will be used. A short
description of the most important terms will be given hereafter for clarity.
Logger: The term is used for the data acquisition software but sometimes refers also to the
data acquisition box.
LoggerSettings: A specific software application installed together with the Logger allowing
setting up and configuring the logging system. Please refer to the manual devoted to the
LoggerSettings application.
LoggerSuite: Name for the entire software package of which Logger and LoggerSettings are a
part of. It must be installed to operate the data acquisition hardware.
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Dashboard: Main graphical user interface described in Chapter 3.
Browsers and Processors: Client processes or windows starting up when a tool is selected.
An explanation of the most common browser will be given in Chapter 4, for tools specific
browsers consult the corresponding tool manual.
WellCAD: Windows compatible software package for borehole and logging data
management, presentation and interpretation.
WellCAD Browser: It is an optional add‐on module activated on a WellCAD license enabling
WellCAD to be connected to a logging system and used as a browser. WellCAD then receives
and displays the logged data in real time allowing layout formatting and data processing task
being executed in the field.
TFD2LAS: A specific application (protected by a USB hard‐lock) allowing the conversion of
TFD to LAS file versions 2.0 and 3.0. Only curve data can be converted. TFD2LAS replaces the
obsolete LASWriter.

1.3

Output formats

When data is recorded with the Logger it will be saved into a file with extension TFD. The file
format is proprietary and depends on the tools / stacks operated. TFD files can only be
opened with the WellCAD software( version 4.3 build 2319 onwards), the TFD2LAS
application and the Logger itself when replaying a data set.
If you would like an output in LAS format you can obtain a license of the TFD2LAS application
converting curve data from a TFD file into a LAS file versions 2.0 and 3.0. The license is
commercially available and is activated free of charge on a WellCAD license
Using the WellCAD Browser you can save the data received from the Logger in a variety of
file formats.
You can create a real time printout of your data using a connected Windows compatible
printer. The output will be send to the default printer of your system unless you select a new
printer in the MChCurve or other browser supporting printing.

1.4

The Logger in demo mode

When you have the LoggerSuite installed on your computer it is possible to start the Logger
without any hardware connected in Demo mode. Since the Logger supports multiple data
acquisition boxes it is important to select the correct data acquisition hardware to be
simulated when prompted at the startup (Figure 1.1).

Figure 1.1 – Select hardware to simulate
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In Demo mode you can build tool strings in the ToolStack Factory, edit headers or replay TFD
files. It is (obviously) not possible to Power ON a tool or record data. In particular building
correct new tool strings (i.e. creating new tool configuration files) depends on the simulated
hardware.
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2 Getting Started
2.1

Setting up the Logger

For software and initial hardware configuration refer to the corresponding installation or
technical manuals.

Insure the AC power supply cables are connected to the data acquisition box and winch.
AC power must be well regulated, true sine wave. This is particularly important when
using DC‐AC power inverters.
Ensure the data acquisition box meets the power specifications provided at the location
it is used.

Connect the signal cable between data acquisition box and winch.

Connect the USB cable between the PC/Laptop and data acquisition box.

If a printer will be used connect is as required. (It is not mandatory that a printer is
connected but one must be installed.)

Turn the data acquisition box on (MATRIX and ABox do not have a switch).

You should have information about data acquisition box, winch and tools to be used so
that the system and software can be properly configured in the LoggerSettings
application. Please see the LoggerSettings manual for details on system configuration
and installation of tool configuration files (*.TOL, *.SUB or *.STACK files provided with
the logging tool).

2.2

Quick Start

Having configured the software environment with LoggerSettings and completed the
mechanical set‐up of the winch, tool and data acquisition box you are ready to start logging.


Start the Logger software.



From the Tool panel drop down list select the tool (loads tool configuration).



Click right most icon in Depth panel and zero the tool. The tool top / cable head joint
should be levelled with the ground or other depth reference datum.



In the Tool panel turn the tool power On.



In the Acquisition panel select the sampling mode from the drop down list (Depth
up/down recommended, Time only for calibration, static measurements or operational
testing) and set the sample rate (Settings button).



Click the



Turn Sampling On (sampling mode Depth up or down). Check validity of communication
(Telemetry panel).



Push the Record button and specify the output filename (or enable auto file naming).



Raise or lower the tool using the winch controls.



Observe the Data and Errors displays as well as the Bandwidth usage and Memory
buffer indicators for valid conditions.



To stop logging turn recording off by pressing the Stop button in the Acquisition panel
and bring the tool to a halt using the winch controls.

icon in the Acquisition panel and select and complete the header.

Further information about logging with a specific tool can be found in the corresponding tool
manuals.
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3 Dashboard Panel Reference
The Dashborad is the software’s graphical user interface allowing the
operator to interact with the hardware and to control the logging
operation. It is appears by default attached to the left of your monitor
screen. In order to group different kinds of settings and options the
dashboard is subdivided into different panels. Figure 3.1 shows an
overview of the different dashboard panels: Application Title (here:
“Jazz logging system”), Depth, Tension (not for ABOX and ALTLogger
with USB Plugin), Tool, Telemetry, Acquisition, Browsers & processors
and Status panels.
Right clicking some place in the Dashboard will open a context menu
providing the following options:
Auto Hide: Select this option if you want the Dashboard to
automatically disappear as soon as the focus is given to another
window on screen. Move the cursor to the left border of your screen
to see the Dashboard sliding in. It will now stay in this position as long
as you click into another window.
If the Auto Hide option is turned off the Dashboard will permanently
stay attached to the left of your screen.
If you prefer the Dashboard being docked to the right of your screen
you have to hold the left mouse button down while the cursor is
outside of the frames surrounding the dashboard’s controls and drag
it over to the other side of your screen.
Help Index…: Click to get access to the help file of your Logger.
About…: The About dialogue box provides information about the
software’s version and build number. Build numbers change when
patches are compiled and released. The higher the build number the
more current is the version of your software.
Under Hardware description details about the connected hardware
are provided (Figure 3.2).
Exit: Select this option to terminate all current operations and leave
the application. A message box will be displayed to reassure you want
to stop the software.

Figure 3.1
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Figure 3.2 – About dialog box

If a tool has been selected an additional option to hide the Tool Stack Manager becomes
available. Simply check this option if you do not want to display the tool stack information
attached to the Dashboard all the time. The Tool Stack Manager is explained in a later
paragraph.
Each panel has a header displaying the title of the panel, showing a System Status LED which
turns red if a problem occurs related to one of the options provided in this panel and shows
two control buttons (Figure 3.3).

Status

Title

Minimize

Extend Button

Figure 3.3 – Panel header

Clicking the left Minimize Button collapses the panel so that just the panel’s header is visible.
This feature is particularly useful on smaller display devices – such as laptop screens – where
the vertical extension is not sufficient to display the complete Dashboard. Clicking the
Minimize Button again will expand the panel.
The right Extend Button is only active on Depth, Acquisition and Status panels and provides
access to further options. Details will be explained in the corresponding paragraphs below.
The following Reference Chart can be used to quickly navigate to options and settings
provided by the different dashboard panels.

Mount Sopris Instruments – www.mountsopris.com
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About Dialog box: System information
Help File
Exit application
Depth settings dialog box: Zero Tool, Change Depth and Change Depth By
Minimize panel
Actual Depth and logging Speed display
Logging direction indicator: Upper LED on > logging up; Lower LED on >
logging down
Tension panel only available if tension gauge is connected to system
Tool Power Control dialog box: Power and current settings
Tool Selection; start ToolStack Factory
Tool power On/Off and power / current monitoring

Tool specific settings and commands (active if available)
Telemetry Scheme Selection dialog: click on Properties to access
Telemetry Configuration dialog
Monitoring of telemetry details during data acquisition

Reset of numerical displays
Telemetry Scheme Selection dialog: click on Properties to access
Telemetry Configuration dialog
Pre‐defined Telemetry Scheme selection
Specify output file and record data
Actual file name
Auto file naming options
Header selection and edition
Select file and start reply
Select sampling mode; Display of actual sample rate
Tool Sampling Settings dialog: Select sample rate
Turn data sampling On / Off
List of available Browsers and Processors
Start / Stop buttons for Browsers and Processors

Opens window with system status sketch
Monitoring of system status
Opens window with system status sketch
Right click anywhere to display context menu to hide
ToolStack Manager, enable Autohide option for
dashboard, access Help and open the About dialog box.
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Application Title

Located at the top of the Dashboard is the Application Title (Figure 3.4). Since the Logger
software application can be used with different data acquisition boxes the title updates
according to the detected hardware.
Help button

Logger Icon
Figure 3.4 – Application Title

Close button

Clicking on the Logger icon displayed on the left of the Application Title will bring up the
About dialogue box providing version and build numbers of the software. To access the help
file click the corresponding Help button and to close the application and terminate all
processes the Close button can be used.

3.2

Depth panel

Figure 3.5 – Depth Panel

The Depth panel (Figure 3.5) shows the current depth and cable speed in Metric or Imperial
units. Three LEDs located on the left of the panel indicate the direction of logging. If the LED
at the top is green the direction of logging is from bottom to top. The LED at the bottom is
green when logging from top to bottom and a stopped winch is indicated by a green LED in
the middle (Figure 3.6).

Logging Up

Winch Steady
(Stopped)

Logging Down

Figure 3.6 – Logging Direction Indicator

Speed and depth units:
In order to change to your preferred depth and speed display units you have to use the
Logger Settings application, which has been installed as part of the Logger Suite on your
computer. To do so, exit the Logger application and start the Logger Settings program.
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There select the Units option listed under your type of data acquisition system from the
control bar. Select either Metric or Imperial units and set the number of decimals displayed.
Please note that depth is always counted positive downwards.

3.2.1 Setting the depth reference
Clicking on the Extend Button in the header of the depth panel (Figure 3.3) will display the
Depth settings dialog box (Figure 3.7).

Figure 3.7 – Depth Settings

The dialog box provides the same numerical displays for depth and speed as the Depth panel.
Even though you can click into the displays the numbers can not be edited. The logging
direction indicator is also present. In addition three option buttons are available.
Zero Tool:
When zeroing a tool we want to ensure that the depth recorded during the logging run
corresponds to a previously defined reference point of the tool (by default the tool bottom).
The configuration files for stand alone tools and tool stacks provided by ALT and Mount
Sopris Instruments or generated through the Tool Stack Manager contain by default the total
length of the tool (i.e. cable head / tool top connection to the tool’s bottom).
To zero a tool or tool stack:

Lower the tool into the borehole until the cable head / tool top connection lines up with
the borehole zero reference (Figure 3.8).

Ensure the correct tool or stack has been selected in the Tool panel.

Click the Zero Tool button. A message box asking you for a confirmation that the tool’s
zero referencing point lines up with the borehole zero reference point pops up (Figure
3.9).

Confirm by clicking the OK button. The depth display will be reset and shows the offset
between tool zero reference and tool data reference. All other sensor positions will be
depth corrected automatically according to the tool configuration files for data display,
when imported into WellCAD or converted from TFD to LAS.
If no tool has been selected the depth counter will be reset to zero.

Advanced Logic Technology – www.alt.lu
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Tool zero reference

Borehole zero reference

Tool data reference

Figure 3.8 – Tool zero references

Figure 3.9 – Tool zero confirmation

Change Depth:
If the displayed depth needs to be reset to another
value click the Change Depth button. The dialogue box
displayed in Figure 3.10 will be displayed. Enter the new
depth and confirm with OK. The next recorded depth
will correspond to the new value.

Figure 3.10 – Tool zero confirmation

In the event of a power failure, the current depth
information is stored in the data acquisition box in non‐volatile memory. If the tool is kept
stationary and power resumes the valid depth will be recovered.
Change Depth By:
If it is necessary to add an additional depth offset to the
zeroed tool, the Change Depth By option could be used.
E.g. when using an isolation bridle for normal resistivity
logging the tool zero position is the cable head / bridle
connection. If not already accounted for in the selected
tool stack you can add the offset (length of the bridle)
Figure 3.11 – Tool zero confirmation
in the Change Depth By dialog box (Figure 3.11). Enter
the depth shift and select whether you want to add it (Down) or subtract it (Up) from the
current depth. You can also use Change Depth By dialogue box to account for offsets
between tool zero reference and borehole zero reference.

Mount Sopris Instruments – www.mountsopris.com
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Tension panel

If a tension gauge is connected to your data acquisition system the Tension panel (Figure
3.12) becomes available displaying the current tension value. Calibration of the tension
gauge(s) and unit preferences can be set in the Logger Settings application.

Figure 3.12 – Tension panel (minimized and extended)

3.4

Tool panel

The Tool panel (Figure 3.13) is used to select the desired tool for logging, switch tool power
on/off, access tool functions such as caliper open/close and to modify tool configuration
settings.
Please note that a logging tool must be selected before most of the options provided in the
dashboard become accessible.
Minimize and Extend Buttons
Tool Selection Drop Down List
Power and Current consumption
bar meters

Tool Power On/Off

Figure 3.14 – Tool Panel

Access to additional commands
and configuration settings

3.4.1 Selecting a tool
A logging tool or stack is selected by extending the drop
down list and choosing the desired tool. The tools listed
depend on the items installed using the Logger Settings
application. To learn how to add or remove tools from
the list refer to the Logger Settings manual.
You can select a tool by simply extending the folders
and clicking on an entry. Please note that logging tools
belonging to the QL product line are listed as stacks,
while older or third party tools can be found under
Standalone Tools.
When a logging tool or stack has been selected and the
Figure 3.15 – Tool selection drop down list
tool is going through the initialization process (tool is
Powered On see below) tool specific parameters will be loaded. Irreparable damage may
occur to the tool if powered on while an incorrect tool configuration has been loaded.

Advanced Logic Technology – www.alt.lu
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3.4.2 Using the ToolStack Manager and ToolStack Factory
The ToolStack Manager (Figure 3.16) provides a graphical presentation of
the tool stack and overview of important details of the stack such as total
length, weight, pressure and temperature limits. The ToolStack Manager is
enabled and displayed attached to the dashboard when either a predefined
tool stack is selected in the Tool panel or after a new tool stack is defined
with the ToolStack Factory.
Right click on the Dashboard or ToolStack Manager and select Hide
ToolStack Manager to hide the display.
The right margin of the display shows a tool length scale in Metric or
Imperial units, depending on the system units settings (LoggerSettings
application).
The toolbar (Figure 3.17) above the stack details summary at the bottom of
the ToolStack Manager controls different aspects of the stack display.

Figure 3.17 – ToolStack display controls

Besides options to Zoom in, Zoom out and Zoom all (back to default view)
Figure 3.16 – ToolStack
the following button are available:
Manager
Finger: Clicking the finger icon inserts a horizontal marker line that can be
moved up and down the stack display by dragging it with the mouse. The
distance from the tool bottom can be measured.
Ruler Mode: The ruler mode icon toggles the length scale from being measured positive
from bottom up to negative from bottom up.
(The two remaining icons are no longer in use.)
Each sub (i.e. tool top, tool bodies or bottom plugs) in the display can be selected by left
clicking on it. A red frame around the sub will indicate that it is selected. The summary
displayed at the bottom of the ToolStack manager will be updated and shows details of the
selected item. To unselect an item simply left click in the white area next to a sub.
The following details are displayed in the tool stack summary:
Name: It is a composite of the sub names, starting with the probe top;
Length: Total stack or sub length displayed in meter;
Weight: Total stack or sub weight in Kg;
Pressure: Maximum operating pressure in bars;
Temp.: Maximum operating temperature in degrees C;
Power: Nominal tool current in milli Ampere and voltage;
Sampling: Selected depth or time sampling rate;
Status: Actual stack or sub status (e.g. Disabled, retrieving no data, …) .
ToolStack Factory
In order to build custom tool strings (stacks) made up of predefined sub elements you have
to use the ToolStack Factory.
To start it select New from the MyStacks directory in the Tool panel’s tool selection drop
down list (Figure 3.18).

Figure 3.18 – Select New to start ToolStack Factory
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The Connect Tool… dialog box opens, waiting for you to confirm that you would like to
configure the sytem for a new tool stack. Click Yes to proceed.
To start the ToolStack Factory to modify and existing tool string select the corresponding
entry from the tool selection drop down list. When prompted in the Connect Tool… dialog
box (Figure 3.19) check the Launch ToolStack Factory option in the lower left of the dialog
box and click Yes.

Figure 3.19 – Tick the option box to start ToolStack Factory

The ToolStack Factory opens with a sub file list tree control in the left pane and a tool stack
overview in the right pane (Figure 3.20).

Subs tree control
with available subs

Details and preview
of actual stack or
selected sub

Selected sub and its
details

Stack preview tool
bar
Warning messages
Click to add a sub
to the actual stack

WellCAD layout
template selection
Figure 3.20 – ToolStack Factory

The content of the Subs tree control depends on the tool configuration files (*.sub) that
were installed with the LoggerSettings application. Subs are organized by product line (e.g.
QL40 or QL43) and in different categories such as
Caliper: Multi arms caliper tools;
Fluid: Fluid Temperature & Conductivity (FTC) tool and Water Quality (OCEAN);
Imaging: Acoustic and Optical Televiewer (ABI and OBI);
Nuclear: Total and Spectral Gamma tools;
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Resistivity: ELOG, IP and DLL tools;
Misc: Other tools like MagSus or Deviaton tools but also items like the bottom plug to
“close” inline subs or inline centralizer;
Tool Top: Tool tops to connect the stack to the cable head.
When selecting an item from the tree control a summary of the sub will be displayed at the
bottom of the pane and a bitmap is shown to the right of the control.
Adding subs to a stack
To add a sub to your actual stack simply select the corresponding item from the tree control
and click the Add button located below the sub preview in the left pane.
The preview and details of the actual stack provided in the right pane will update accordingly.
If the actual stack does not allow further items to be added they will appear grayed out in
the sub tree control. To move an inline sub up or down select it (left click on it) and click the
Move up
respectively the Move down
icon.
Should you want to remove one or all subs from the stack and start all over click the Remove
(left click on the sub first) or Remove all subs
icon from the stack preview tool bar
(Figure 3.20). The tool bar also provides zoom options and a finger tool similar to the
ToolStack Manager explained earlier. All other icons are inactive for the moment.
Warning messages
Keep an eye on the warning message displayed below the stack preview in the right pane.
Message text and LED provide feedback about the validity of the current stack assembly.
WellCAD Template
If you would like to associate a WellCAD Document Template file (*.wdt) with your tool stack
select it from the Template drop down list. The selected template will handle the data layout
once the recorded TFD file will be imported into the WellCAD application and when data is
streamed into the WellCAD Browser.
Templates can be added to the repository using the LoggerSettings applications. To learn
how to create a layout template in WellCAD refer
to the WellCAD manual Book 1.
Once you have completed the stack assembly
click the OK button to close the ToolStack Factory.
A dialog box (Figure 3.21) opens allowing edition
of the stack’s name and saving the new stack
configuration. When clicking No the stack will be
created but not saved.

Figure 3.21 – ToolStack confirmation

3.4.3 Tool power and the Tool Power Control dialogue box
Two bar meters on the Tool panel (Figure 3.14) display the tool voltage supplied to the
wireline and current (in milli Ampere) draw through the wireline. As long as the Power‐Off
button is pressed the current meter is active but should show 0 mA. If the Power‐On button
is pressed the LED next to the power bar meter shows green when the tool power supply is
working properly and turns red under error conditions.

Mount Sopris Instruments – www.mountsopris.com
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The power and current values displayed should be in the
green area of the bar meters. If the current is in the red area
it is highly recommended to push the Power‐Off button. Refer
to the Trouble Shooting chapter in the tool’s manual for
further information.
Clicking on the Extend button in the right corner of the panel
header will open the Tool Power Control dialogue box (Figure
3.22).
Power and current settings are part of the tool configuration
file that was supplied with your tool and should not be
changed without any good reason and knowing the exact
specifications of your tool.
WARNING! Tool damage can occur if improper settings are
made!
The Power Supply Status in the dialogue box shows green
when the tool power supply is working properly. Under error
conditions it will stay red.
It is possible to enable a Tool Protection by checking the
corresponding option. The tool protection option will only
limit the power and current range you can set. Click on the
Edit button to open the Tool Power Supply Range dialogue
Figure 3.22 – Tool Power Control
box (Figure 3.23). By specifying the correct allowable
minimum and maximum limits for supplied voltage and power you may prevent erroneous
user input. As an orientation the nominal (NOM) values as suggested for this type of tool are
displayed next to the edit boxes.

Figure 3.23 – Tool Power Supply Range

Use the Cancel, Reset to default and Use & Store as default buttons as applicable.
Back in the Tool Power Control dialogue box the actual supplied voltage to the wireline and
power draw through the wireline can be read from the numerical displays in the Readings
section (in addition colored bars indicate the quality of power and current). The V Limit
shows green when a set voltage is reached before a current limit is reached (voltage limit
mode). The I Limit shows green when a set current is reached before the voltage limit is
reached (current limit mode).
Changes to power and current values can be made by turning the corresponding knobs and
pushing the +/‐ buttons in the Settings section. Again, remember that improper settings may
lead to tool damage!
Clicking the On button under the Output section will power the tool on. If settings are valid
press the Store as default button to update the tool configuration. To reset settings to
default click on Reset to default.
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Additional Tool Settings and Commands

Settings or commands specific to a tool type can be accessed ‐ if available ‐ by
clicking on the Settings / Commands button in Tool panel. For some tools the tool
must be powered on before the Settings / Commands button becomes active.
Please refer to the tool’s manual to find out which additional options are available.
3.5

Telemetry panel
Telemetry settings button

Bar meters for monitoring

Reset button for numerical
fields
Telemetry scheme

Telemetry settings button
Figure 3.24 – Telemetry panel

Different LEDs, bar meters and numerical fields are available in the Telemetry panel (Figure
3.24) to monitor data sampling and data throughput. It also provides an option to tune
communication settings.
Status: The Status LED shows green if no error condition occurs. If the Status is not valid (no
data or data not correctly received) you should check all connections and verify the
telemetry settings as explained below.
Bandwidth usage: The bar meter indicates the capacity utilization of the logging cable. If
100% are reached the baudrate should be increased up to the highest possible value allowed
by your wireline configuration. As a next step reduce the logging speed or resolution (e.g.
decrease azimuthal sample step or increase depth sample step).
Memory buffer: The bar meter shows how much data is being internally buffered for
transmittal to the computer. If 100% are reached the connected computer can’t receive the
incoming data streams fast enough. Ensure that your computer has sufficient resources.
Data/sec: Shows the rate of data sampling.
Data: Indicates the number of valid data samples read unique to a recording (also shown
during replay). The value is automatically reset to zero when a record is terminated by
pushing the Stop button in the Acquisition panel. You can force a reset by clicking the X
button.
Errors: Shows the number of times the system failed to obtain valid data.
3.5.1 Adjusting Tool Communications
Logging tools communicate with the surface by a variety of means including pulse
frequencies and several digital encoding schemes. Full digital communications can be
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achieved by several modem types, which include but are not limited to FSK (Frequency Shift
Key) and PCM (Pulse Code Modulation). Within these types, logging tools may operate at
different baud (bits per second) rates and frequencies. Older analog tools may convey
information to the surface with either pulses or analog voltage levels both AC and DC.
All of these different modes of operation need to be supported by the data acquisition
system and are affected by wireline type and length ‐ therefore the need for different
schemes of adjustment of the up‐hole telemetry unique to that logging tool and wireline
combination.
Every tool configuration file contains at least one telemetry configuration scheme. It is very
likely that the default scheme will operate the selected tool properly, but a new scheme may
be required if the wireline you are using is of a much different length or resistance /
impedance than the cable used when the configuration file was created. It is possible to
build different configurations for different wireline types and lengths to make tool set‐up
easier when changing between different winch systems.
Select a new scheme from the Telemetry scheme drop down list if available. To add, delete
or modify a schemes press the Settings button in the Telemetry panel.

Figure 3.25 – Telemetry scheme selection

The Settings button opens the Telemetry Scheme Selection dialogue (Figure 3.25). Please
note that the text displayed in the drop down lists is only a label used to identify telemetry
settings.
Creating a new scheme

Click the Save As… button to create a copy of an existing scheme. The Save Telemetry
Scheme As dialogue box opens (Figure 3.26).

Enter a new scheme label into the Name box. You may add a Description if more
information is required. To derive the new scheme from an existing one, select the
corresponding scheme from the Current schemes list.

Press Save when done.
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Figure 3.26 – Save Telemetry

Back in the Telemetry Scheme Selection dialogue box select your new scheme and click
the Properties button. This button is only active if your tool has been Powered ON.
A dialogue box corresponding to your telemetry modem (e.g. ALT Telemetry, MsiFsk
Telemetry, Analog Pulse Counter) will be displayed with options for configuration.
Further details about tool configuration will be given in the corresponding logging tool
manuals.




3.6

Acquisition panel

The Acquisition panel (Figure 3.27) provides options to

Select the data sampling mode,

Set sampling rates,

Start and stop the data recording,

Edit information in the log header.

Extend button
Status display

Recording and Replay
options

Header and Auto File Naming
options

Data sampling mode
selection
Data sampling On / Off

Sampling rate options
Figure 3.27 – Acquisition panel

To make a recording you should do the following (details for each step will be provided in
the paragraphs below):

Select and complete a header.

Select the sample mode (depth up/down) or time.

Set the sample rate according to the sample mode.

Start the data sampling and verify that communications are valid.

Click the Record button, set the output file name and commence recording.
3.6.1

Selecting and entering details into a header

In order to select and fill a header you will need a header design. Header designs can be
created using the free software application HeadCAD available from ALT. Header design files
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carry the extension *.wch and can be added to your repository using the LoggerSettings
application.
By pressing the
or the Extend button of the panel you can open the Header dialogue box
(Figure 3.28). A preview of the header is provided and information can be entered into
designated text fields (click into a text field and enter the desired information).

Figure 3.28 – Header dialogue box

In the lower left of the dialogue box a toolbar (Figure 3.29) provides further options:

Figure 3.29 – Header tool bar

To select a new header design from the repository, extend the drop down list and click on an
entry.
Import Form: Browse and load a new WCH file.
Last content: The content of the last header is remembered on your computer. Click this
option to populate your new header with this information. The labels of the header fields in
the new header must match the former ones.
Zoom in/out: Increases/decreases the headers preview.
Rotate left/right: Allows rotation of the header preview in order to enter “rotated” text.
After selecting a header and entering the logging details click on OK. The Header Options
dialogue box (Figure 3.30) will open. By ticking the provided options you can make the
selected header design the default header for the currently connected tool or data
acquisition system.
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Figure 3.30 – Header options dialogue

3.6.2 Sample modes and rates
The sampling mode is selected by extending the sampling mode selection drop down list in
the Acquisition panel. Options are Time, Depth Up and Depth Down. In Depth mode
(recommended) the sampling is directly related to the pulse inputs from the depth encoder
device and the corresponding settings stored with the Logger (use LoggerSettings to
configure the Logger for a depth encoder). Time mode should be used for calibration, static
measurements or operational testing only.
In order to set a sample rate click the Settings button in the Acquisition panel.
If the selected tool is a standalone tool the dialog box in Figure 3.31 opens. Enter the desired
time or depth sample rate (numbers are always positive) in the corresponding edit boxes. If
you would like to make your settings the default for all future runs with this tool, check the
use as default… option before closing the dialogue box.

Figure 3.31 – Tool sampling options for standalone tools

For tool stacks using multiple subs (e.g. ABI with GR) the dialogue box in Figure 3.32 opens.

Figure 3.32 – Tool sampling options for multi sub tools
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The dialogue box provides the options to define a fast and slow (time / depth) sampling rate
and assign the subs within the tool stack accordingly. Use the > or < buttons to move the
subs.
Set the Fast Sampling Rate first and determine the Slow Sampling Rate afterwards by simply
defining a multiplication factor of the fast sample rate using the Multiplier control.
If you would like to make your settings the default for all future runs with this tool stack,
check the Use as default… option before closing the dialogue box.
Note: The depth sample rate can not be finer than the resolution of the depth encoder. If
the encoder signal is 200 pulses per foot then the finest sampling rate is 1/200th of a foot.
Details about the depth encoder settings can be found in the LoggerSettings application.
3.6.3 Data recording and replay
Turn the sampling on by clicking the corresponding button in the Acquisition panel. The
system is making measurements without recording the data in a file. You can observe the
measurements made in the corresponding browser windows. In order to record the data
and produce a digital file (*.TFD), click the Record button (Figure 3.33).
Record

Fast Replay
Stop

Pause
Replay

Replay TFD file

Figure 3.33 – Record and replay options

This opens a file manager dialogue box in which you can choose the location and set the file
name for the data recorded. Immediately after you pressed the Save button recording
commences. When sampling in depth mode the recording will actually start as soon as the
depth encoder sends its signals to the data acquisition system.
To terminate data recording press the Stop button. The data acquisition system
automatically saves a file with extension TFD to the computers hard disk.
Auto File Name
If you would like to enable the option to automatically compose file names based on tool,
header and acquisition details click the file naming options button
box (Figure 3.34) will open.

. An options dialog
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Figure 3.34 – Auto File Naming options

Click the Enable the Auto File Naming option in the upper left corner of the dialogue box to
activate the feature and get access to the naming options. Click the Browse button to specify
a default location and folder for your TFD files.
An auto file name consist of different predefined fields and formats connected by separators
or text entered manually into the Format text box.
To select a field and format to add to your file name you have to:

Select a category from the Predefined Items drop down list: You can choose from
Acquisition, Header and Tool.

Select a Field: For each predefined item different fields become available. For the Tool
item you can choose the tool’s name or for the Header item you can choose from the
different text labels available in the selected header. The Acquisition system item allows
fields like start/stop date, time and depth as well as sampling rate to be used in the file
name. Note: While the start and stop depth display the depth at which the recording
started respectively ended the top and bottom depth will display the top and bottom of
the interval you logged. (E.g. if you logged up from 100m to 5m the start depth is 100m,
stop depth 5m but the top depth is 5m and bottom depth 100m.) If you would like to
indicate the logging direction in your auto file name you should use stat and stop depth.

Select a Format: Different data and time formats can be chosen for fields of the
Acquisition item.
By clicking the Add button you will make the selected field part of your auto file name. The
actual auto file name and an example can be seen in the Format text field and the Sample
line above. You can add text (e.g. depth units) or separators into the Format text box
manually.
Replay
Previously recorded data can be replayed with or without data acquisition system connected.
To replay a TFD file click the
button (should this button be inactive ensure that Sampling
is turned Off). A file manager dialogue box opens in which you can choose the file to be
replayed (click the Select button), whether the embedded or an external tool configuration
file should be used and define the depth interval to be replayed.
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Browsers & processors panel

The Browsers & processors panel controls starting and stopping of client processes, which
consist of applications supporting on‐screen data display, printing and data processing.

Controls to start / stop
browsers and
processors

List of available client
windows for selected
tool or stack

Figure 3.35 – Browsers & processors panel

The default selection of browser and processor windows that will start up when a tool is
loaded is defined in the tool configuration file. If a browser or processor is listed but not
running, click on it to select it and push the Start button. Detailed information about the
different browser and processor windows will be given in Chapter 4 below.

3.8

Status panel

The Status panel displays LEDs indicating the status of various components of the logging
system. Click the Details button to show a sketch of the system in a separate window (Figure
3.36).

Depth encoder
Tension gauge

Plugin

Tool adapter
Logger (power, temperature
and humidity)

Winch control
Figure 3.36 – Extended Status panel

If the corresponding components are available the LEDs show green for normal operation
and red for error conditions.
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4 Browser & Processor Window Reference
Once a tool has been selected in the Tool panel and loaded the system will provide access to
the relevant Browser windows and data Processors specific to the tool type. The acquired
data is provided in real time to these individual client windows (Browsers and Processors).
By setting options within these client windows the user can control the layout for both
onscreen data display and for hard‐copy printout, calibrate tools such as calipers and other
pulse type tools and edit and print customized log headers.
Available Browsers and Processors are listed in the Browser & processors panel in the
dashboard.
Following are the most common Browsers and Processors. Some tools use unique Browsers
and Processors which will be covered in chapters of the tool manuals devoted specifically to
them.

4.1

MChCurve Browser

The Multi Channel Curve Browser displays a scrolling graphical real‐time representation of
the logged data with respect to either time or depth (Figure 4.1). Toolbars at the right side of
the window allows changing the vertical scale of the display.
In order for MChCurve or the Image display browsers to operate properly, at least one
printer must be installed and set to default.

Figure 4.1 – MChCurve browser window

Toolbars at the top and right side of the window allow changing the vertical scale of the
display, access to depth settings and print options:
Time Mode Display;
Depth mode display with pre‐defined depth scales;
Open the depth settings dialog box;
Enables printing of the data display;
Opens the About dialog box.
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File menu
Opening the File menu provides access to the following options:
Print: Enables real‐time printing of the data display.
Print Setup: Displays the Print Setup dialog box (Figure 4.2).

Figure 4.2 – Print Setup dialog box

Select your Windows printer and set page size and orientation. Click on Properties to setup
printer specific details.
Page Setup: Opens the Page Setup dialog box (Figure 4.3). Select whether the full header as
selected in the Acquisition panel will be printed (check Print header). A short header –
consisting of curve titles and depth scale information – will be printed at top and/or bottom
of the log if the corresponding option is checked.

Figure 4.3 – Page Setup dialog box

Exit: Terminates the MChCurve browser window. It can be restarted by choosing the
MChCurve entry in the Browsers & processors panel and clicking the Start button.
Edit menu
The Edit menu provides access to the following options:
Depth Scale: Provides a short‐cut to enable Time or Depth mode display and access to pre‐
defined depth scales.
Depth Settings: Displays the Depth Settings dialog box (Figure 4.4). Alternatively you can
open the settings dialog box by double left clicking on the depth column title in the data
display.
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Figure 4.4 – Depth Settings dialog box

Analog to selecting the display mode – Time or Depth ‐ from the toolbar or short‐cut menu,
you can set the option by ticking the corresponding option in the Mode section.
Besides setting a scale value for the vertical dimension (depth) you can specify whether
horizontal grid line are displayed across the log plot (check the Display Grids option) and at
which frequency they will be displayed. If you enter a value 1 into the Spacing edit box a grid
line will be displayed every meter or feet depending on the system unit settings
(LoggerSettings application).
Depth Column Position: The position and width of the depth column display can be defined
by specifying the left and right limits in the Depth Column Position dialog box (Figure 4.5).
Taking into account that the entire width of the data display area of the MChCurve browser
window corresponds to 100% enter the desired percentage values for the left and right
limits of the depth column in the corresponding edit boxes.

Figure 4.5 – Depth Column Position dialog box

Log Settings: You can change the display settings for the curves shown in the MChCurve
browser. From the menu select the channel title to open the corresponding Log Settings
dialog box. Alternatively you can open the settings dialog box by double left clicking on the
curve title in the data display.

Figure 4.6 –Log Settings dialog box
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Besides defining the displayed curve title and unit you can change following settings:
Position: Enter a percentage value for the left and right track limits. Tracks may superimpose
each other.
Scale Low / High: Enter the low and high scale value for your curve. If data values lay outside
the scale limits the curve will be wrapped around.
To reverse the scale display and display the scale increasing from right to left check the
Reverse button.
If you prefer a logarithmic scaling, check the corresponding Logarithmic option and specify
the number of decades to be handled.
To display vertical grid lines check the Display grids option and enter the grid frequency.
The color, line style and width for each curve can be specified using the control provided in
the Curve Style section.
Filter: An on‐the‐fly average filter for the displayed curve can be applied if a value other than
1 is entered into the Filter edit box. E.g. if a value of 5 is entered each curve value displayed
will be the average calculated over a window of five samples. Please note that the filter will
only affect the data display and not the recorded data.
Log settings will have no influence on the data recorded and saved into a TFD file.
Show Logs: The Display Logs dialog box lists all available channels. Place a check mark in
front of the data channels that you would like to see in the MChCurve browser window.

Figure 4.7 – Displayed logs selection

The entries in the producer column indicate the origin of the data channel, i.e. whether it
was measured by the Tool or computed using MChProc.
View menu
The View menu allows enabling – disabling of the toolbars and positioning the splitter bar
(separation between log title area and data display).

4.2

MChNum Browser

The Multi Channel Numeric Browser window (Figure 4.8) displays the numeric value for each
selected tool channel and allows calibration of data channels where applicable. It can also
display calculated values computed in real‐time with the MChProc processor and status
information based on data received from the logging tool.
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Click to display
context menu
Numerical data
display

Figure 4.8 – MChNum browser window

Left clicking on the “green LED” icon in the left corner of the MChNum window title or a right
click on the window title will open a context menu (Figure 4.9).

Figure 4.9 – MChNum browser context menu

Besides Minimize, Maximize and Close options to control the windows behavior you will
find options for Calibration and the use of Calibration as well as Display options in this
menu.
4.2.1 Display options
In order to compose the information displayed in the MChNum browser window select the
Display options… entry from the context menu. A dialog box as shown in Figure 4.10 opens.

Status LEDs and
Numerical
displays tabs

List of channels
to be displayed
(in that order)

List of available
channels
Option to display
telemetry status
LED
Figure 4.10 – MChNum browser context menu

Two tabs are provided to define the Status LEDs and Numerical displays being displayed in
the MChNum browser window. Figure 4.11 outlines the difference between both display
items.
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Status
indicators

Numerical
display fields

Figure 4.11 – MChNum browser with status LEDs and numerical display fields

Adding a numerical display
In order to add a new numerical display to the MChNum browser ensure the Numerical
displays tab is activated and click on the channel that you would like to add in the Channels
list. Push the > button to move the entry to the Display list (to move all channels click the >>
button). To change the order of appearance select the entry you would like to move and
click on the Up and Down buttons as appropriate.
Analog you can remove display channels using the < or << buttons.
Adding status LEDs
Ensure the Status Leds tab is activated. Add a channel to the Display list by selecting it in the
Channels list and pushing the > button. In order to specify under which conditions a certain
status will be displayed select the entry from the Display list and click the Settings button in
the lower right corner of the dialog box. The LED Settings dialog box (Figure 4.12) opens.

Figure 4.10 – MChNum browser context menu

In the Range fields enter the values for the low and high threshold (e.g. if the lowest
operational temperature for your tool is 0°C and the highest operational temperature 70°C
select a status LED for the on‐board temperature channel and enter the range values 0 and
70). To define LED color and message text displayed for the cases “below low range value”
(left group of controls), “between low and high range” (middle group of controls) and
“above high range value” (right group of controls) use the corresponding controls. Check
whether an acoustic signal (Beep) should appear. Click OK to close the dialog box.
If you would like to see an LED indicating the telemetry status, simply check the
corresponding option in the lower left corner of the Display Options Properties dialog box
(Figure 4.10).
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4.2.2 Calibration Settings
The context menu of the MChNum browser (Figure 4.9) provides two options related to
calibration. The Use Calibration option is normally turned on when logging. This results in
the calibrations being applied to the MChNum display. If the user wishes to watch raw data
being displayed, uncheck the Use Calibration option. Please not that raw data will be saved
in the TFD file and calibration will be applied when importing the data into WellCAD. If
recalibration would be necessary the data can be reloaded supplying a corrected tool
configuration file.
Selecting the Calibration Settings option opens a dialog box equipped with equal or similar
controls and entry options as the one shown in Figure 4.11.

Figure 4.11 – Calibration Settings dialog box for the QL40 GAM tool

Calibration procedures and dialog boxes are explained in detail in the corresponding tool
manuals.
In general the calibration procedure is based on a linear regression between two reference
points, such as the background radiation and radiation emitted by a calibration standard for
a natural gamma ray tool, or the inner and outer rings of a caliper tool calibration jig.

4.3

MChProc

The MChProc Processor provides data format conversion and must be running for those
tools requiring this function. It also provides the capability to calculate values using formulas
beyond simple linear calibrations provided by MChNum. This processor will automatically
start when initialized by the tool selection in the Tool panel. The user should make sure that
it is running during calibration and logging. Do not turn off MChProc, or processed data will
not be recorded. If it is listed in the Dashboard panel as a processor, it must be running. As
different tools may or may not provide options to alter settings for the MChProc processor,
please refer to the tool’s manual for more details.
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